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Executive Summary 
 
Company XYZ (XYZ) operates a government contract in south Kansas City Missouri.  

XYZ is most notably engaged in the manufacturing of high-precision components for 

national security.  XYZ operations are heavily dependent on complex, custom-built test 

equipment which is spread throughout their 3.1 million square foot facility. 

 

XYZ has occupied their current space for over 60 years, but as the infrastructure has aged 

and the workload requirements have changed dramatically, they are now in the midst of 

relocating to a new site in Kansas City that allows for today’s highly flexible, rapid 

response manufacturing needs.  The massive XYZ relocation has been phased into 142 

unique individual moves that will take over 18 months to complete. 

 

The manufacturing floor at XYZ holds over 2,000 unique pieces of test equipment.  An 

entire work group at XYZ is dedicated to the routine calibration and maintenance of this 

fleet of test equipment.  In addition to this routine work that supports production, all test 

equipment must be “close loop calibrated” prior to relocation to the new facility to ensure 

product quality levels are being met.  These 2,000 pieces of equipment belong to any one 

of the 142 move phases, but the volume of test equipment in each move phase is highly 

dependent on the technical area being relocated in a given phase. 

 

In February 2014, Test Equipment Calibration & Maintenance (TECM) will be tasked 

with completing close loop calibrations for the Assembly and Electrical Fabrication 

(AEF) area of XYZ that includes 16 different technology areas.  This specific move 
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phase holds 191 unique pieces of test equipment, and easily dwarfs all other move phases 

that have calibrated test equipment.  Only 10 technicians in TECM are cross-trained for 

calibration work within any of the given 16 technology areas, which severely limits 

TECM workload capacity. 

 

After individual close loop calibration job assignments were made, initial capacity 

planning indicated that TECM did not have the resources needed to complete the 

assigned work in the AEF move phase on time.  By creating a linear optimization model 

that included 50 decision variables and 26 constraints, the researcher has identified key 

cross-training needs and specific workload assignments that align individual technician 

efficiencies within specific technology areas to successfully deliver all AEF calibration 

needs within the relocation timeframe. 

 

Based on individual technician efficiencies, the output of the final linear optimization 

model yields the exact number of work hours each technician needs to work in a given 

technology area during the AEF timeframe.  Technician availability and technology area 

demands are used as constraints to ensure all other technician commitments and all AEF 

technology area work is completed while ensuring AEF close loop calibration 

requirements are met within the identified timeframe. 
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Chapter 1 : Introduction 
 
Company XYZ (XYZ) manufactures both mechanical and electronic components for 

national security use.  The specific application of these components demands absolute 

precision on all products produced with very narrow tolerance limits and little if any 

allowance for deviations from product requirements.  In order to test these components, 

XYZ utilizes an extensive collection of over 2,000 unique pieces of test equipment.  

These may include electronic testers, centrifuges, altitude chambers, pressure transducers, 

leak detectors, and environmental simulators.  These highly precise pieces of equipment 

are owned by the Test Equipment Calibration and Maintenance (TECM) Department at 

XYZ which involves over 30 Electronic Equipment Technicians. 

 

The facility which XYZ has occupied since the 1940’s used to employ over 9,000 

workers during its peak in the 1980’s as nuclear weapons technology advanced in the US 

and as the Cold War became an ever increasing arms race with the Soviet Union.  But as 

the Berlin Wall fell and nuclear test ban treaties were signed, XYZ’s workload began to 

diminish.  A once bustling 3.1 million square foot facility operating 24 hours a day has 

slowly turned into a low volume, specialized job shop employing 2,500 workers.   

 

With an increasing cost to operate the aging facility combined with a lower volume 

workload, government officials chose to relocate XYZ operations from the current 

facility eight miles south to a new, privately owned facility that offers a substantial 

decrease in operating cost and allows for a highly flexible, more efficient factory for the 

low volume, high quality manufacturing XYZ is tasked with completing. 
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Relocating a 3.1 million square foot manufacturing facility is no easy feat.  When XYZ 

started the moved in January 2013, it became the largest relocation project currently 

taking place in the nation.  To make the relocation project easier to orchestrate, the entire 

plant move was scaled into 142 unique move phases that were grouped together by both 

physical space occupied and specific technologies existing in those areas.  These 142 

move phases each had three steps in their timeline for relocation: 1) Transition Readiness, 

2) Relocation, 3) and Production Readiness.  During the Transition Readiness period, all 

calibrated test equipment must be close loop calibrated to ensure product quality prior to 

relocation.   

 

Of the 142 move phases, many phases included little if any calibrated equipment, but on 

the other hand some move phases included an extensive collection of calibrated 

equipment.  The average amount of calibrated equipment across all move phases that 

have calibrated equipment is less than 20 unique items, which only creates a small 

workload spike that can be easily completed by the TECM group.  However, one move 

phase in particular has 191 unique calibrated pieces of equipment, and will create a 

substantial workload in which TECM personnel will be stretched very thin. 

 

The Assembly and Electrical Fabrication (AEF) area at XYZ will be relocating to the 

new facility in March of 2014.  To ensure production can run as long as possible prior to 

relocation, AEF will not shut down operations until the end of January.  This has left 

TECM with a 20 working-days window in February to complete all 191 close loop 
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calibrations.  Although the on time completion of these close loop calibrations is a top 

priority, TECM technicians assigned with this work also support many other technology 

areas around the facility, so many technicians will not be able to apply 100% of their time 

to AEF calibrations. 

 

The research objectives for this project include quantifying AEF technology area 

requirements as well as both identifying TECM technician cross-training needs and 

specific time commitments each technician must allocate to each technology area.  
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Chapter 2 : Literature Review 
 
The researcher credits The University of Kansas’ Engineering curriculum with the basis 

for all technical applications of linear modeling.  Specifically EMGT 810, Applications 

of Quantitative Analysis in Decision Making, taught by Dr. Tom H. Bowlin, proved to be 

invaluable for organizing raw data, formulating a linear model, and interpreting the given 

results.  The textbook from this class, An Introduction to Management Science 

(Anderson, 2008), was often referred to for linear modeling analysis and tutorials on the 

provided software, The Management Scientist (v6.0).  This software was extensively 

utilized and was the primary tool in completing the linear model. 

 

Company XYZ manages an in-house built data system for all calibration information.  

XYZ’s Calibration Management System (CMS) provided all necessary data to calculate 

technology area requirements, technician availability, and technician efficiencies.  Built 

into CMS is an add-on package provided by Oracle which is fully integrated; Primavera 

P6 software provides forecast reporting for workload assignments that were the basis for 

all technician specific data. 

 

In completing such a large project, the researcher sought guidance from technicians for 

applicable technology area needs.  With an average service to XYZ of over 25 years, 

TECM technicians were able to provide a wealth of knowledge and willingly volunteered 

to be cross-trained or take on additional responsibility in necessary technology areas. 
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Project guidance and leadership support was provided by TECM Supervisors and Senior 

Quality Managers.  CMS data retrieving and interpretation was provided by TECM 

Support Specialists as well as the researcher.  During the execution phase of this project, 

all technicians, Supervisors, Managers, and Support Specialists provided support and 

updated data from CMS to monitor and track progress. 

 

During the course of this modeling project, the researcher noted that there is very little 

published work relating to linear modeling for work assignment optimizations.  While 

much research has been done on the application of linear modeling in a manufacturing 

environment, most research relates to product oriented outcomes such as product mix, 

batch sizes, or machine availability.  Although little research has been given to the 

application of linear modeling on dynamic information (Deadrick, 1997) such as for 

workload job assignments, it is the researcher’s belief that any reoccurring job function 

requiring human input may be benefitted by the application of linear modeling. 

 

The recent trend in modeling and simulation for manufacturing tasks has been noted by 

the researcher, “the need for better understanding, control, and optimization of supply 

chains is being recognized more than ever” (Lendermann, 2003).  The unique ability to 

forecast a complex system of work and predict the outcomes is becoming increasingly 

necessary, and the researcher has utilized linear modeling to not only plan work, but to 

also optimize the efficiency of the outcome.  There is a strong relationship between 

human resources and manufacturing performance, and the ability to accurately predict 

such a complex system can be an asset to many businesses today (Chadwick, 2007).   
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Chapter 3 : Research Procedure 
 
When identifying how to create a linear model for the situation, the researcher knew 

constraints must be formulated for TECM technicians to limit the amount of time they 

can support AEF work.  Also, constraints must be formulated to account for amount of 

AEF work in each technology area. 

 

Technology Area Needs (Getting the Data) 
 
When preparing to make the XYZ relocation, TECM had no say in the segregation of 

move phases and which technology areas would move together.  When reviewing the 

information once released, it was very obvious that the AEF move phase would be the 

largest workload spike, but it was not immediately realized that it would truly be an 

organizational challenge.  Of the 142 move phases, this single move phase housed nearly 

20% of all calibrated equipment in the plant. 

 

When the researcher decided to approach this challenge with linear modeling, the first 

step was to fully grasp each technology area’s needs that would make up the entire AEF 

move phase.  TECM technicians are highly skilled in their areas of support, but often 

times these technicians have little if any exposure to other technology areas nearby, and 

thus the researcher cannot assume any technician can adequately complete just any 

calibration job. 

 

Upon determination of which areas would comprise each move phase, CMS was updated 

for each and every piece of equipment based on the owning technology area.  A CMS 
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report was created for tracking each move phase’s progress towards completing all 

associated close loop calibrations.  Figure 1 shows AEF’s initial progress summary prior 

to the beginning of the move phase. 

Figure 1 – AEF Initial Progress Summary 
 

 

 

This summary page also includes detailed information shown in figure 2 for every close 

loop calibration job that identifies the technology area, estimated hours, equipment 

manufacturer, and assigned technician among other information.  Exporting this detailed 

list to Microsoft Excel is the first step in summarizing the workload requirements for 

each technology area. 

 

Figure 2 – AEF Progress Detail 
 

 

 

The exported Microsoft Excel file that included detailed information of each of the 191 

required close loop calibrations was compiled into a pivot table which then provided the 

total amount of work needed in each technology area for AEF’s move phase which is 

shown in figure 3.  Some areas required only a very minimal amount of close loop 

calibration work whereas other areas required an extensive amount of support. 
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Figure 3 – AEF Technology Area Requirements 
 

 

 

The total sum of estimated hours is derived from previous calibrations on a given piece of 

equipment.  TECM technicians report the amount of time they spend performing any 

calibration in CMS.  CMS is then tied into their personal timesheet which is reviewed and 

verified by their manager every week.  Having such a process ensures very accurate time 

estimates for planned calibration forecasts.  The accuracy of this calculation is crucial in 

AEF planning given the amount of work compared to the workload capacity available. 

 

Technician Availability (Getting the Data) 
 
Another very important piece of information that must be calculated is the amount of 

time each TECM technician has available for AEF support during its 20 working-days 

window.  Although the relocation effort is a top company priority, the expectation has 
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been set that there can be no disruption to the supply chain caused by the move.  

Operations ramped up many years in advance to build ahead the production stockpile to 

provide XYZ customers with the items they needed so when a move phase is shut down 

for relocation, there is no miss in deliverables.  Because many TECM technicians that 

work in AEF also support others areas, the researcher cannot assume they will be 

available fulltime to support close loop calibrations. 

 

To gather technician availability information over the course of the 20 working-days 

window all AEF calibrations must be completed in, the researcher and TECM support 

specialists extracted CMS data compiled by the Oracle Primavera P6 package.  This data 

identified all work assignments to all TECM technicians during the 20 working-days 

window, regardless of if the work assignment was in AEF or not.  By exporting the 

information to Microsoft Excel and utilizing a pivot table to summarize all technician 

commitments, the researcher would calculate just how much time each technician can 

support AEF while still supporting their other calibration commitments around the plant. 

 

When calculating the total time a given technician can be available for AEF work, all 

work supporting other areas must be factored out, but other considerations need to be 

accounted for as well.  The researcher worked with XYZ’s Industrial Engineering 

department to accurately quantify how many hours per day an employee can be fully 

utilized.  Clerical and record maintenance tasks such as completing time sheets, taking 

mandatory training, and attending meetings all adversely affect an employee’s daily 

utilization.  Through many time studies, XYZ’s Industrial Engineering department has 
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calculated that a typical hourly technician at XYZ can be directly utilized at a rate of 

81.6%; that is, a technician can spend 81.6% of their working hours on calibration work.  

When extrapolated to the 20 working-days window for AEF, the researcher used this 

information to calculate that each TECM technician will only have 130.6 hours of 

calibration work available. 

 

When all technician availability data was compiled in figure 4, it became apparent that 

some technicians would be able to dedicate nearly all of their time to AEF support 

whereas other technicians would have little if any time to support AEF. 

 

Figure 4 – Technician Availability 
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Technician Efficiencies (Getting the Data) 
 
The basis for the researchers attempt at optimizing a linear model is not the amount of 

AEF work nor the amount of time availability each TECM technician has, but rather the 

efficiency with which each technician works within a given technology area.    AEF 

includes many unique and unrelated calibrated test equipment ranging from vacuum 

chambers and pressure gages to laser welders and centrifuge testers.  All TECM 

technicians have demonstrated unique efficiencies working in the varying areas that are 

contributed by technical knowledge and proficiency, personal work ethic, and even years 

of experience.  The researcher will use this efficiency factor to identify which technicians 

can work in which areas the least amount of time while still completing all of the required 

work. 

 

To calculate individual technician efficiencies in the varying technology areas, the 

researcher extracted CMS data over the entirety of 2013.  Having an entire years worth of 

information ensures relevant accuracy representations for each technician.  The 

researcher again utilized Microsoft Excel pivot tables to summarize the data by both 

technician and technology area to begin the calculations.  The total sum of estimated 

hours for a given technology area was divided by the total sum of applied hours for each 

technician within each technology area.  An example of one technician is shown in figure 

5. 
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Figure 5 – Technician / Technology Area Efficiency 
 

 

 

There calculated data represents the efficiency a given technician can perform calibration 

work in a given technology area in relation to the estimated number of hours the 

calibration jobs is estimated to take.  This information helped the researcher construct a 

cross-training matrix by identifying which technicians were trained to do calibration 

work in which areas. 

 

To ensure the most accurate efficiency representations as possible, the researcher chose 

to disregard any data that a technician had in a specific technology area if there was not a 

substantial amount of time spent in the area.  This helps ensure the linear model did not 

assume a technician can perform to an identified efficiency if there is not a proven track 

record for that technician in that area. 
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Chapter 4 : Results 
 
Having all technology area requirements compiled along with TECM technician 

availability, the researcher was able to construct a data matrix that consisted of all 

required information including the individual technician efficiencies within each unique 

technology area.  Shown in figure 6, the Technician Efficiency Matrix is the key chart 

used by the researcher to begin linear modeling in Management Scientist. 

 

Figure 6 – Technician Efficiency Matrix 
 

 

 

Formulating the First Model 
 
With all necessary data compiled, the researcher was then able to create the first iteration 

of a linear model in the Management Scientist software.  When formulating this model, 
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the researcher chose a minimization approach and objective identifying how best to 

assign resources to complete all required work in the least amount of time.  The objective 

function for the model included a decision variable for each technician working in each 

technology area, and each variable had a coefficient of 1 to represent each hour of 

assigned work the technician would be assigned.  The first iteration of the model included 

29 decision variables.  In the first iteration of the model, the researcher chose to only 

include decision variables for technicians in their regularly assigned technology areas and 

not include their support to other areas that data may suggest they are cross-trained in.  

This decision was to ensure the first iteration of the linear model depicted the “as-is” 

condition of support by TECM for AEF’s move phase. 

 

The constraints the researcher used for the linear model included two different groups of 

requirements.  First are the technology area requirements that identified how much work 

would be needed to support AEF calibrations in that specific area.  Each of these 

variables that had to sum up to the exact amount of work required in each technology 

area had coefficients that related technician efficiency to that specific area.  Because there 

are 16 unique technology areas in AEF, there are similarly 16 unique constraints 

representing each area.  The second group of requirements pertained to the amount of 

time each technician could support AEF calibrations.  Each of the 10 technicians have 

unique constraints that ensure they were not assigned any more work than their 

capacities. 
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Shown in figure 7 is a summary of the technology area requirements, technician 

availability, and assigned technician efficiencies.  Before even completing the first model 

iteration in Management Scientist, it became obvious to the researcher that more than 

likely there would not be a feasible solution.   

 

Figure 7 – First Model Iteration Matrix 
 

 

 

For example, having only one cross-trained technician to support D3, which has the 

highest number of work hour requirements, did not appear appropriate.  Also, having that 

same technician being the only cross-trained technician for D8 almost certainly seemed to 

lead to no feasible solution.  In spite of these insights, the researcher created the first 

iteration of the model in Management Scientist and, unsurprisingly derived no feasible 

solution. 
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One shortcoming the researcher noted from the Management Scientist software was the 

lack of information provided when there is no feasible solution, but this can be expected 

when dealing with linear modeling.  The researcher was forced to analyze the given 

constraints and choose which modifications to make in order to identify a second model 

formulation that would yield a feasible solution. 

 

Analyzing the Results and Creating a 2nd Model Formulation 
 
Because the technical ability to support calibrated test equipment at XYZ is so rigorous, 

the researcher cannot resort to throwing any and all resources at providing increased 

support.  The researcher’s second iteration of the linear model included those technicians 

who had demonstrated adequate work in varying AEF areas but were originally 

disregarded so at to initially only assign AEF work to those technicians who regularly 

support the areas on a day to day basis. 

 

Utilizing his knowledge in the TECM department and in discussions with technicians, the 

researcher identified five technicians that could be assigned calibration work in needed 

areas.  These five areas were identified as having an excessive amount of AEF workload 

or were identified as having too few resources that were over utilized with work 

assignments.   

 

Four of the five specific assignments placed technicians in areas they have worked in 

before, thus the researcher has full confidence in their technical capabilities.  The last 

remaining new assignment did place a TECM technician in a new area that he had not 
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worked in.  Before deciding on this assignment, the researcher noted that the new area 

does similar processes as areas the technician is already knowledgeable in,  and the 

researcher will identify this assignment as needing cross-training to ensure the technician 

is fully capable of any job assignments in that area when AEF work begins.  Because it 

may not be rational to assume a newly assigned technician can perform efficiently, the 

researcher has assumed a technician requiring cross-training in a new technology area can 

perform assigned work at an 80% efficiency level for liner modeling purposes.  Shown in 

figure 8 is the original linear model summary plus the five new area assignments that are 

highlighted. 

 

Figure 8 – Second Model iteration Matrix 
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Results of the 2nd Iteration and Subsequent Iterations 
 
After compiling the Management Scientist model, the researcher still found no feasible 

solution after the second attempt.  After identifying key technicians and key technology 

areas that appeared to be bottlenecks, the researcher continued with yet a third iteration 

with newly identified area assignments and cross-training needs. 

 

This process of analyzing bottlenecks and offering a linear model with increased 

technician support across additional technology areas was a reoccurring theme for the 

researcher.  Knowing that the number of technology areas each technician was assigned 

to needed to keep growing, the researcher also knew that ultimately a feasible linear 

model could be built and the provided Management Scientist report would identify the 

actual required cross training and thus all unnecessary cross-training built in to the model 

could be eliminated. 

 

The researcher continued adding to each linear model found to be infeasible and outlined 

more and more technician support before finally reaching a feasible solution on the 

seventh iteration (see step by step iterations in Appendix).  By the time a working 

Management Scientist model was identified, the model included 50 unique decision 

variables and called for 16 technician/technology area cross-training requirements 

operating at an 80% efficiency level.  In addition to the increased cross-training, the 

researcher also was able to create additional available hours for both P3 and P4 due to 

other technicians not associated with AEF that could cover their workload during the 

critical 20 working-days window.  Shown in figure 9 is the final linear model summary. 
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Figure 9 – Final Model Iteration Matrix 
 

 

 

 

When a feasible linear model was created, the results instantly provided data that 

supported which technicians were needed in which technology areas and also drastically 

limited the amount of cross-training necessary.  While the seventh iteration of the model 

included 50 decision variables and 16 cross-training requirements, the Management 

Scientist results indicated that only 25 decision variables were needed, meaning they are 

non-zero.  The results also pointed to only seven technician/technology area cross-

training requirements were needed.  The drastic difference in utilized decision variables 

versus the number of total decision variables included in the seventh iteration clearly 

highlight the benefit that linear modeling can provide in such a situation. 
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The included data that comes from a feasible Management Scientist model includes not 

only the specific application of resources for an optimal solution, but also additional 

information that may be used for constructing an even more optimal solution.  Shown in 

the Appendix is the full Management Scientist solution with supporting data.  Found in 

the data are the reduced costs, which  identify how much an objective function coefficient 

must increase before becoming a part of the optimal solution.  The researcher determined 

that the use of reduced costs would not be applicable to this model because the available 

hours for each technician are unable to be changed and are a fixed value. 

 

The data is also useful for identifying how much slack or surplus any constraints may 

have.  In this case, only one constraint has any surplus (constraint 21).  This constraint 

identifies that one technician P5 has an additional 15.5 hours available before being fully 

utilized.  Although nothing would be modified due to this information, it is a noteworthy 

observation should there be any unexpected work come to light during the AEF 

workload.  Even more interestingly, there is no surplus of available time for any other 

technicians, meaning they are fully utilizing all of their available time. 

 

Another potentially useful piece of information from the Management Scientist data are 

the dual prices for each constraint.  The dual prices indicate how much the optimal 

solution would benefit from a unit increase to the right hand side of each constraint.  

When reviewing the dual prices, the researcher noted that constraint 24 (technician 

availability for P8) would provide a substantial benefit to the optimal solution if his 
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available hours were to increase.  Although a noteworthy observation, the researcher did 

not act upon this data as he needed to ensure operations continued as close to normal as 

possible and only chose to exercise necessary changes on an as needed basis. 

 

Lastly, the lower and upper limits that are provided in the Management Scientist software 

report help show just how critical or not critical certain variables and their associated 

efficiency coefficients are.  These limits identify as to just how much a coefficient value 

can change while not affecting the solution criteria.  Because these technology area 

efficiencies cannot be changed and represent over a years’ worth of performance, no 

actions could be taken to better the optimal solution for the lower and upper limits. 

 

Model Validation 
 
With a feasible solution reached that minimizes the total amount of TECM work for the 

given constraints, the researcher was able to validate that the given solution was able to 

be implemented.  Individual calibration jobs were made to each technician to accurately 

assign the correct amount of work as outlined by the Management Scientist results.  

Cross training was initiated for necessary technicians and the linear model formulation 

began its execution.  TECM technicians successfully completed all 191 close loop 

calibration on time for AEF-3. 
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Chapter 5 : Suggestions For Additional Work 
 
The benefit that the Management Scientist linear modeling software brought to TECM is 

undeniable.  The researcher and his coworkers were able to adequately assign their 

workforce to complete all required AEF work on time.  The data collection process 

helped familiarize both the Supervisors and technicians with the workload specifics, and 

the linear modeling helped identify critical bottlenecks and necessary cross-training 

needs. 

 

The Management Scientist software that was used by the researcher to formulate the liner 

models was fully functional and provided to be adequate for such a project.  Other linear 

modeling software was considered by the researcher but the familiarity and simplicity of 

Management Scientist was the determining factor in the selection.  

 

It is in the researcher’s recommendation that TECM consider a more all-inclusive 

application of Management Scientist or similar linear modeling program for abnormal 

workload concerns.  At XYZ, new programs or changing program requirements often 

drive change to the amount of calibration equipment and associated TECM support.  

TECM will undoubtedly find themselves in similar workload spike situation for the 

unforeseeable future and the researcher believes that a formal approach with linear 

modeling may be the best fit for addressing these situations.  The unique ability to gather 

all necessary data from CMS and Oracle Primavera P6 software, and then create 

applicable modeling should not go unnoticed or unutilized by the TECM group at XYZ. 
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Appendix I 

 

Management Scientist Print-out, Iteration Seven: 

LINEAR PROGRAMMING PROBLEM 
 
MIN 
1X13+1X18+1X112+1X23+1X24+1X28+1X213+1X215+1X33+1X34+1X36+1X37+1X38+
1X39+1X3 
12+1X313+1X314+1X315+1X42+1X43+1X44+1X45+1X47+1X49+1X412+1X413+1X415
+1X51+1X510+ 
1X511+1X516+1X63+1X65+1X66+1X68+1X614+1X615+1X74+1X75+1X711+1X715+1X
83+1X92+1X95 
+1X97+1X914+1X915+1X102+1X108+1X1015 
 
     S.T. 
 
       1)  1X51=4.6 
       2)  .8946X42+1.03X92+.9667X102=28.7 
       3)  1.0676X13+.8X23+.8X33+.8X63+1.709X83=247.6 
       4)  1.1698X24+1.6167X34+.9876X44+1.2971X74=52.8 
       5)  .8429X45+1.0431X65+1.1333X75+.7837X95=4.2 
       6)  .5922X36+1.0863X66=16.6 
       7)  .98X37+.9701X47+1.1696X97=4.9 
       8)  .9723X18+.8X28+.8X38+.8X68+.8X108=98.3 
       9)  1.2116X39+1.0426X49=49.6 
      10)  .8545X510=6 
      11)  .9177X511+1.0636X711=60 
      12)  .9934X112+.8X312+.8X412=6.4 
      13)  .9644X213+.8604X313+.9069X413=103.3 
      14)  1.08X314+.9442X614+1.2152X914=42.7 
      15)  
.8X215+1.0612X315+.8X415+.8X615+.8X715+.8X915+.8X1015=108.6 
      16)  1.0387X516=6 
      17)  1X13+1X18+1X112<93.7 
      18)  1X23+1X24+1X28+1X213+1X215<130.6 
      19)  
1X33+1X34+1X36+1X37+1X38+1X39+1X312+1X313+1X314+1X315<130.6 
      20)  1X42+1X43+1X44+1X45+1X47+1X49+1X412+1X413+1X415<69.8 
      21)  1X51+1X510+1X511+1X516<97.6 
      22)  1X63+1X65+1X66+1X68+1X614+1X615<73 
      23)  1X74+1X75+1X711+1X715<130.6 
      24)  1X83<47.5 
      25)  1X92+1X95+1X97+1X914+1X915<26.5 
      26)  1X102+1X108+1X1015<58.8 
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OPTIMAL SOLUTION 
 
Objective Function Value =        843.2064 
 
      Variable             Value             Reduced Costs    
   --------------     ---------------      ------------------  
        X13                   93.7000                  0.0000 
        X18                    0.0000                  0.1831 
        X112                   0.0000                  0.2564 
        X23                    0.0000                  0.0000 
        X24                    0.0000                  0.4922 
        X28                   81.6021                  0.0000 
        X213                  48.9979                  0.0000 
        X215                   0.0000                  0.3784 
        X33                   25.2667                  0.0000 
        X34                    0.0000                  0.0928 
        X36                    0.0000                  0.6993 
        X37                    0.0000                  0.0880 
        X38                   12.1615                  0.0000 
        X39                   40.9376                  0.0000 
        X312                   0.0000                  0.0917 
        X313                   0.0000                  0.1658 
        X314                  14.4336                  0.0000 
        X315                  37.8006                  0.0000 
        X42                    0.0000                  0.0230 
        X43                    0.0000                  1.4457 
        X44                    0.0000                  0.5633 
        X45                    0.0000                  0.5837 
        X47                    0.0000                  0.0109 
        X49                    0.0000                  0.1228 
        X412                   8.0000                  0.0000 
        X413                  61.8000                  0.0000 
        X415                   0.0000                  0.2867 
        X51                    4.6000                  0.0000 
        X510                   7.0217                  0.0000 
        X511                  64.7083                  0.0000 
        X516                   5.7765                  0.0000 
        X63                   57.7188                  0.0000 
        X65                    0.0000                  0.4707 
        X66                   15.2812                  0.0000 
        X68                    0.0000                  0.0000 
        X614                   0.0000                  0.1933 
        X615                   0.0000                  0.3784 
        X74                   40.7062                  0.0000 
        X75                    3.7060                  0.0000 
        X711                   0.5803                  0.0000 
        X715                  85.6075                  0.0000 
        X83                   47.5000                  0.0000 
        X92                    0.0000                  0.0918 
        X95                    0.0000                  0.9284 
        X97                    4.1895                  0.0000 
        X914                  22.3105                  0.0000 
        X915                   0.0000                  0.5709 
        X102                  29.6886                  0.0000 
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        X108                  29.1114                  0.0000 
       X1015                   0.0000                  0.3784 
 
 
     Constraint        Slack/Surplus           Dual Prices     
   --------------     ---------------      ------------------ 
         1                     0.0000                 -1.0000 
         2                     0.0000                 -1.5904 
         3                     0.0000                 -1.9217 
         4                     0.0000                 -0.8935 
         5                     0.0000                 -1.0227 
         6                     0.0000                 -1.4153 
         7                     0.0000                 -1.4790 
         8                     0.0000                 -1.9217 
         9                     0.0000                 -1.2689 
         10                    0.0000                 -1.1703 
         11                    0.0000                 -1.0897 
         12                    0.0000                 -1.8072 
         13                    0.0000                 -1.5941 
         14                    0.0000                 -1.4235 
         15                    0.0000                 -1.4487 
         16                    0.0000                 -0.9627 
         17                    0.0000                  1.0517 
         18                    0.0000                  0.5374 
         19                    0.0000                  0.5374 
         20                    0.0000                  0.4457 
         21                   15.4936                  0.0000 
         22                    0.0000                  0.5374 
         23                    0.0000                  0.1590 
         24                    0.0000                  2.2843 
         25                    0.0000                  0.7299 
         26                    0.0000                  0.5374 
 
 
OBJECTIVE COEFFICIENT RANGES 
 
   Variable       Lower Limit       Current Value     Upper Limit 
 ------------   ---------------    ---------------  --------------- 
     X13         No Lower Limit             1.0000           1.1831 
     X18                 0.8169             1.0000   No Upper Limit 
     X112                0.7436             1.0000   No Upper Limit 
     X23                 1.0000             1.0000   No Upper Limit 
     X24                 0.5078             1.0000   No Upper Limit 
     X28                 0.9025             1.0000           1.0000 
     X213                0.9884             1.0000           1.0975 
     X215                0.6216             1.0000   No Upper Limit 
     X33                 1.0000             1.0000           1.0000 
     X34                 0.9072             1.0000   No Upper Limit 
     X36                 0.3007             1.0000   No Upper Limit 
     X37                 0.9120             1.0000   No Upper Limit 
     X38                 1.0000             1.0000           1.0000 
     X39         No Lower Limit             1.0000           1.1427 
     X312                0.9083             1.0000   No Upper Limit 
     X313                0.8342             1.0000   No Upper Limit 
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     X314                0.9184             1.0000           1.0117 
     X315        No Lower Limit             1.0000           1.0928 
     X42                 0.9770             1.0000   No Upper Limit 
     X43                -0.4457             1.0000   No Upper Limit 
     X44                 0.4367             1.0000   No Upper Limit 
     X45                 0.4163             1.0000   No Upper Limit 
     X47                 0.9891             1.0000   No Upper Limit 
     X49                 0.8772             1.0000   No Upper Limit 
     X412        No Lower Limit             1.0000           1.0917 
     X413                0.9083             1.0000           1.0109 
     X415                0.7133             1.0000   No Upper Limit 
     X51         No Lower Limit             1.0000   No Upper Limit 
     X510        No Lower Limit             1.0000   No Upper Limit 
     X511                0.8628             1.0000   No Upper Limit 
     X516        No Lower Limit             1.0000   No Upper Limit 
     X63                -0.2827             1.0000           1.0000 
     X65                 0.5293             1.0000   No Upper Limit 
     X66         No Lower Limit             1.0000           2.2827 
     X68                 1.0000             1.0000   No Upper Limit 
     X614                0.8067             1.0000   No Upper Limit 
     X615                0.6216             1.0000   No Upper Limit 
     X74         No Lower Limit             1.0000           1.0745 
     X75         No Lower Limit             1.0000           1.5114 
     X711        No Lower Limit             1.0000           1.1590 
     X715                0.9300             1.0000   No Upper Limit 
     X83         No Lower Limit             1.0000           3.2843 
     X92                 0.9082             1.0000   No Upper Limit 
     X95                 0.0716             1.0000   No Upper Limit 
     X97         No Lower Limit             1.0000           1.0132 
     X914                0.9868             1.0000           1.0918 
     X915                0.4291             1.0000   No Upper Limit 
     X102        No Lower Limit             1.0000           1.0249 
     X108                0.9751             1.0000           1.3784 
    X1015                0.6216             1.0000   No Upper Limit 
 
 
RIGHT HAND SIDE RANGES 
 
  Constraint      Lower Limit       Current Value     Upper Limit 
 ------------   ---------------    ---------------  --------------- 
       1                 0.0000             4.6000          20.0936 
       2                16.9434            28.7000          29.1229 
       3               227.3866           247.6000         247.9500 
       4                 0.0000            52.8000          53.5527 
       5                 0.0000             4.2000           4.8577 
       6                 0.0000            16.6000          17.0752 
       7                 0.0000             4.9000           5.3547 
       8                88.5708            98.3000          98.6500 
       9                 0.0000            49.6000          50.1300 
      10                 0.0000             6.0000          19.2393 
      11                 0.6172            60.0000          74.2185 
      12                 0.0000             6.4000           6.7722 
      13                91.5714           103.3000         103.7219 
      14                27.1118            42.7000          43.1725 
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      15                63.9345           108.6000         109.0643 
      16                 0.0000             6.0000          22.0932 
      17                93.3722            93.7000         112.6335 
      18               130.1625           130.6000         142.7615 
      19               130.1625           130.6000         172.6896 
      20                69.3348            69.8000          82.7326 
      21                82.1064            97.6000   No Upper Limit 
      22                72.5625            73.0000          98.2667 
      23               130.0197           130.6000         186.4319 
      24                47.2952            47.5000          59.3276 
      25                26.1112            26.5000          39.3277 

      26                58.3625            58.8000          
70.9615 
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Appendix II 
 
 
Step by Step Iterations of Linear Model 
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